Using Corpus Evidence in Linguistic Research

This special set of morning seminars (9.30-12.30) scheduled 7 thru 9 September, will be presented by visiting Erasmus scholar ** Dr Tobias Bernaisch (Justus Liebig University Giessen). Through the first two seminars, Dr Bernaisch will introduce and discuss what linguistic researchers need to know in order to make the most of corpus data, from choosing your corpus or building it from scratch; to the tools available for extracting data from it; qualitative and quantitative research methodologies with corpora; and statistical analyses and visualisations of corpus data. In the final seminar there will be opportunity to discuss individual research projects with Dr Bernaisch. The seminars are designed for senior undergraduate and postgraduate researchers in linguistics -- all welcome!

Please register, via this link, by 2 September.

Venues (tbc by email once numbers are finalised): Wednesday, Thursday mornings in the Delbridge Room (C5A558); Friday morning in Y3A 246, in the Arts Building.

Further information from <Haidee.Kruger@mq.edu.au>

**Dr Bernaisch is a well-published researcher on English in South Asia (India and Sri Lanka), working with Macquarie corpus linguists (Haidee Kruger, Pam Peters, Adam Smith) on English in contact/Varieties of English in the Indo-Pacific (the VEIP project).


